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Hello everyone. Well the start to Term 2 was a real fizzer due to the Covid19 Pandemic.
Hopefully we will be able to recommence classes at the beginning of Term 3, ie the 27th July 2020.
As all U3A members fall into the highest ‘at risk’ group we will need to wait for the Government
all clear. If NSW is struck by a second wave, as it has in Victoria, we will again come under stricter
Social Distancing Rules.
You will note on the front page of this Newsletter, The Committee have decided to hold a Special
General Meeting (SGM) just to give our members a chance to socialise after such a long time in
lockdown, so please plan to attend.
The new Committee appointed in March 2020, have not been able to meet face to face, we have
however continued to meet via Zoom, which is better than telephone meetings but not the same
as face to face. We are still getting on with the work, a couple of subcommittees/ working parties
are addressing some management issues, ensuring everything is up to date and relevant.
I have been keeping in touch with Pixie Lincoln, she is recovering well from her stroke, she is very diligent with her exercises
and walking. Those of you who know Pixie wouldn’t expect anything less.
I wish to thank our Committee for their support and commitment in these trying times. Also a special thank you to Kylie
Ledger for taking on the putting together of the Newsletter, assisted by Allison and Miriam.
Irene E Hancock
President Bathurst U3A

WHEN EVERYTHING RETURNS TO NORMAL
The Committee is planning on calling a Special
General Meeting (SGM) for members of Bathurst
U3A members, which will include a sumptuous
afternoon tea.
Members will be invited to submit items for
discussion. The SGM will probably be held in either
October or November 2020.
The date of the SGM and closing date for items
will be circulated once we receive the all clear from
Government. As you are aware, U3A members fall
into the most ‘at risk’ group.

U3A 2020
DATES TO
REMEMBER

Term 3
Term 4

27 July - 18 September 2020
4 October - 4 December 2020

Special General Meeting
Date to TBA (Oct/ Nov)
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SPANISH CLASSES BY ZOOM

Manuel Pro (Facilitator)
electronic media. We were using emails for communication
and homework purposes, so all participants were already
electronic media wise.
Initially, I created a Facebook page “Bathurst U3A Spanish”
to communicate and pass on information to participants
which was ok, but it did not allow for participants real time
interaction.

We are now able to interact with each other in
real time, a practice that is very necessary
when trying to learn a language.

Bathurst U3A Spanish classes report on delivery of classes by
Zoom video link
Participants have continued to learn Spanish due to the
innovation of the Zoom video conferencing program.
Spanish classes facilitator Manuel Pro said “When face
to face classes had to stop in March due to COVID19 we
decide to investigate our options of continuing classes by

Eventually I found out about the Zoom video conferencing
program and it has proven to be a highly successful tool to
conduct classes. We are now able to interact with each other
in real time, a practice that is very necessary when trying to
learn a language.
We are only using the free version of Zoom so we are restricted
to 30 minutes sessions, but we have been able to maintain
most of the participants in the Beginners, Conversational
and Spanish Club classes.
We would like to go back to face to face classes but if the
lockout persist, we will be happy to continue with Zoom.”

From the beginning of Term 3, class members will be required to fill out (online) a COVID 19 safe form.
If you don’t have an email address, staff at D2F will assist. Phone 6332 4000.

CONTINUING CLASSES THROUGHOUT TERM 2

Greg Vinall

It was pleasing to see the facilitators and members who were able to continue their classes throughout Term 2,
avoiding face-to-face of course.
The classes included:

The newsletter contains a lot of good and important
information. A full report with photos can be viewed
on our website (bathurstu3a.com).
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Miriam Ledger

$30.52

Eve Engleman

Mercy Nun & Sister Kathleen (Kate) Ewin
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Allison Aspden
The last few months have been difficult for everyone. The
summer’s bushfire crisis brought out the very best in the
Bathurst community and we have seen this spirit again
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Bathurst residents, have
risen to the challenge and cared for one another.
We began the year with smoke from the bushfires forcing us
to remain indoors, and shortly afterwards the COVID-19
pandemic required us to physically distance and interrupted
the patterns of our daily lives. In March we heard about how
life was going to be for the foreseeable future. Supermarket
shelves were soon devoid of toilet paper, hand sanitizers,
paper towels and food staples like rice, pasta and sugar. Many
regularly visited businesses, were closed for the foreseeable
future. As a regular film goer, I was very dismayed and
disappointed when the Metro cinema closed in mid-March.
However, the glimmer of hope through these difficult times
has been the way in which the Bathurst residents have
risen to the challenge and cared for one another. Nothing
is truer of the U3A community in Bathurst. Members and
facilitators of different classes have kept in contact with each
other, ensuring they were OK.
Indeed some of our faciliators have been pro-active and
continued their classes. (For example- How to Read a French
novel, Conversational Spanish, Crime Fiction, Read & Share
classes). Our webmaster, Greg Vinall, has helped with the
installation of the zoom app, and overall assisted members
and Faciliators to carry on learning and being in touch whilst
face-to-face weren’t possible.
The pandemic has touched every aspect of our lives. Most of
us can hope to resume some form of normality one day. But
for terminally ill patients and their carers this has been an
impossibly difficult time. As has the need to limit numbers
attending funerals.
Bathurst opened their homes and their wallets to those in
need and vowed to assist with their economic recovery as we
come out of the pandemic. The crisis brought out the very
best in our community during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Bathurst residents have been among the best in Australia at
flattening the curve of infections. The very fact that people
have properly followed restrictions is itself an act of care
towards those vulnerable members in our community whose
health depends on us physically distancing. It has been
heartening to see Bathurst paradoxically come together as a
community by remaining physically distanced.

In a similar vein we have witnessed the formation of ‘mutual
aid’ networks across NSW, with community members
supporting each other in times of need. These networks have
facilitated acts of assistance and generosity, such as shopping
for an elderly neighbour, providing food staples to those who
cannot afford or access them, and even just calling up an
isolated neighbour to check in on them and chat. Recently I
stepped down as the Regional Representative for the Central
West region of NSW. Whilst still in the role I spoke to a crosssection of U3A Presidents of other branches in the Central
West and I was heartened to learn that several had set up
‘telephone trees’, to check on elderly and/or fragile members.
Any talk of the great work Bathurst residents have done would
be remiss without thanking frontline essential workers,
though. We have come to appreciate the importance of many
frontline workers whose contributions have, until now, not
been properly valued. These include nurses, cleaners, retail
assistants, bus drivers, and many other essential occupations.
We thank those Bathurst residents who have put their own
health at risk to keep our city ticking along.
Bathurst is home to a lot of NSW State public servants
and local Council employees (for example – Service NSW
Bathurst, Bathurst Hospital, the Neighbourhood Centre,
Bathurst Regional Council). It has been uniquely placed
during the COVID-19 pandemic. While some public
servants, such as Centrelink workers, have been on the
frontlines many others have played important roles behind
the scenes. Many Bathurst businesses have been involved
in the Job Keeper program and are hoping the Federal
government replaces it with a robust program, from the end
of September, when the Job Keeper program will end.
So, whether you have worked on the frontlines, participated
in a mutual aid network, helped support the COVID-19
response in the public service, or simply followed physical
distancing restrictions, we say a heartfelt thank you. Thank
you for caring for your fellow Bathurstians and making
Bathurst the amazing community that it is.
We must remember that we are not through this crisis yet,
though. As restrictions begin to ease gradually let’s keep up
the good work by keeping a physical distance of 1.5 metres
and practising proper hygiene. Together we will get through
this and be an even stronger Bathurst community for having
done so. Members, we hope you are staying safe and well
and maintaining your sense of humour, personal confidence
and curiosity about the world. And when we have decided
to resume our courses, we hope you will return in droves.
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A person who has stopped growing at both ends, and now is growing in the middle.
A place where women go, and curl up and dye.
Someone who is fed up with people.
The only animals you eat before they are born, and after they are dead.
Cold storage.
An insect that makes you like flies better.
Something you tell to one person at a time.

Learn,
laugh,
live
‘Getting It All Down’ Writing Class

Archery

‘Reading a French Novel’ Class

Chen Style TC’s form ‘Harmonising Yin and Tang

Lesley Carrol Geocaching

2020 BATHURST U3A COMMITTEE
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Venue Coordinator
Publicity Officer
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Irene Hancock
Jenny Barnes
Lynette Vidler
Miriam Ledger
Allison Aspden

0412 003 438
0412 184 010
0422 829 921
0412 265 159
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iehancock@bigpond.com
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Sally Fulton
Andrew Wells
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6331 5760
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–
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Lindsay Cox, the former President, is now the Regional Representative for the Central West on the NSW Network
Website & Database Administrator
Greg Vinall
–
webadmin@bathurstu3a.com

Weekly Calendar

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Flex and Move (50+)
08:30AM - 09:15AM

How the Greeks and
Romans built cities
10:00AM - 11:00AM

Conversational Spanish
09:30AM - 11:00AM

Introduction to Lapidary
09:00AM - 12:00PM

Quilting and Craft
09:00AM - 12:00PM

Learn to play Lawn Bowls
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Reading a French Novel
10:00AM - 11:15AM

Geocaching
09:30AM - 03:30PM

Craft Collective
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Stitch 'N' Chat
09:30AM - 12:00PM

Mah Jong
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Bonsai Buddies
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Boules and Quoits
10:00AM - 11:30AM

Getting It Down
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Table Tennis Friday
10:00AM - 11:30AM

Current Affairs
10:15AM - 11:45AM

Ukulele Singalong
10:00AM - 12:00PM

Just Write
10:00AM - 12:00PM

German
10:15AM - 12:00PM

Metaphysics and
Mysteries
10:15AM - 11:45AM

Singing for Pleasure
12:30PM - 02:00PM

Step on Tuesday
11:00AM - 11:45AM

Spanish Speaking Club
11:00AM - 12:30PM

Step on Thursday
11:00AM - 11:45AM

Writing your own Story
11:00AM - 01:00PM

Tai Chi for Health on
Monday
12:30PM - 02:00PM

Revitalise on Tuesday
11:45AM - 12:30PM

Philosophy
01:00PM - 02:30PM

Revitalise Thursday
11:45AM - 12:30PM

Aqua Aerobics
12:00PM - 12:45PM

Archery Come N Try
Monday
01:00PM - 02:00PM

Discover Recorders
12:00PM - 01:00PM

Art Attack Wednesday
01:00PM - 04:00PM

Tai Chi for Health on
Thursday
12:30PM - 02:00PM

Art Attack Friday
01:00PM - 04:00PM

Cryptic Crosswords on
Monday
02:15PM - 03:45PM

Archery Come N Try
Tuesday
01:00PM - 02:00PM

Cryptic Crosswords
Thursday
02:00PM - 03:30PM

Chess
01:30PM - 03:00PM

Literature
02:15PM - 03:45PM

Rediscover Recorders
01:00PM - 02:30PM

Memorable Movies
01:45PM - 04:00PM

Table Tennis Tuesday
01:30PM - 03:30PM

Drama
02:00PM - 03:30PM

Crime Fiction Week 2
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Read and Share Week 3
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Read and Share Week 4
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Crime Fiction Week 1
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Beginners Bridge
07:00PM - 09:00PM
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Course Information
Aqua Aerobics
Irene Hancock
0412 003 438

Friday
12:00PM - 12:45PM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

Enjoy low impact gentle exercises in a shallow swimming pool to help reduce
your blood pressure; improve your muscle endurance and cardiovascular
health. The cost is $6 per visit and the gym provides a social cuppa after the
class.

Archery Come N Try Monday
Lynette Vidler
0422 829 921

Monday
01:00PM - 02:00PM
Bathurst Archery Club

Cost $5/session. Learn to shoot a recurve bow. All ranges of ability catered
for. Learning will take place during 12 week temporary membership. Students
should enrol for either Monday or Tuesday. Please wear closed-in shoes and
tie back long hair.

Archery Come N Try Tuesday
Lynette Vidler
0422 829 921

Tuesday
01:00PM - 02:00PM
Bathurst Archery Club

Cost $5/session. Learn to shoot a recurve bow. All ranges of ability catered
for. Learning will take place during 12 week temporary membership. Students
should enrol for either Monday or Tuesday. Please wear closed-in shoes and
tie back long hair.

Art Attack Friday
Paul Martensz
0427 896 945

Friday
01:00PM - 04:00PM
Room 31, CSU

Practise own art styles and work in a relaxed group atmosphere.

Art Attack Wednesday
Jennifer Edmonds
6337 4834

Wednesday
01:00PM - 04:00PM
Room 31, CSU

Practise own art styles and work in a relaxed group atmosphere.

Beginners Bridge
Barbara Woolf

Tuesday
07:00PM - 09:00PM
Bathurst Bridge Club

Ever wanted to learn bridge? Come along to a welcoming environment at the
Bathurst Bridge Club. The classes will last the Term.

Bonsai Buddies
Dianna Baillie
0466 955 946

Tuesday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Walmer Park

Theory and practice to maintain and enjoy little trees. We cover both the
horticultural and design theory and practice to develop and maintain bonsais.

Boules and Quoits
Julian Braggins
6337 7158

Wednesday
10:00AM - 11:30AM
Berry Park

Enjoy a relaxing morning playing these gentle, fun games with U3A friends.

Chess
Josef Buchta
6334 2541

Friday
01:30PM - 03:00PM
Panthers

If you look for mental activity and social interaction in pleasant surroundings,
you are welcome to join us.

Conversational Spanish
Manuel Pro
6331 4389

Wednesday
09:30AM - 11:00AM
Panthers

Conversational Spanish is for people who have completed Spanish for
Beginners. It covers the basic Communication skills that are required to
converse with Spanish speakers.

Craft Collective
Dorothy Butler
6331 2265

Thursday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Church of Hope

Socialise and connect with other ladies to chat and share their activity where
you can relax and enjoy things they make.

Crime Fiction Week 1
Libby Tink
6331 0769

Tuesday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Bathurst Neighbourhood
Centre

The group discusses a variety of Crime Fiction. We read books by a different
author each month. Normal term dates do not apply. First Tuesday of each
month from February to December inclusive.

Crime Fiction Week 2
Jennifer Short
6331 6942

Tuesday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Bathurst Neighbourhood
Centre

Group meets second Tuesday of each month from February to November.
We all read one or more books written by a particular crime fiction author.
Different members of the group take turns leading each month’s discussion.
We follow up with afternoon tea at a local coffee shop.

Cryptic Crosswords on Monday Monday
02:15PM - 03:45PM
Lesley Carroll
Seymour Centre
0427 573 957

A group for people who enjoy solving cryptic crosswords with others. An
understanding of how cryptic clues work would be helpful, but not necessary.

Cryptic Crosswords Thursday
Lesley Carroll
0427 573 957

Thursday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Home of Lesley Carroll

A group for people who enjoy solving cryptic crosswords with others. An
understanding of how cryptic clues work would be helpful, but not necessary.

Current Affairs
Lindsay Cox
0429 916 618

Monday
10:15AM - 11:45AM
Panthers

A discussion group

Discover Recorders
Kay Campbell
6332 3000

Tuesday
12:00PM - 01:00PM
Bathurst Baptist Church

Little or no experience required. Easy techniques in breathing, finger
placement and basic note reading is covered.

Drama
Petah Burns
6334 4208

Friday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Seymour Centre

Back to the Bard in Semester 1, with one of Shakespeare's late works 'Antony
and Cleopatra'. We'll study the text, and enact significant scenes.

Flex and Move (50+)
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Monday
08:30AM - 09:15AM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

Understand fitness principles through practical exercises including strength
and conditioning moves. Cost $6 per visit.
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Course Information
Geocaching
Lesley Buchan
6337 4161

Wednesday
09:30AM - 03:30PM
Bathurst Library Foyer

An outdoor worldwide 'treasure' seeking game using the internet and a GPS
unit. See www.geocaching.com. [Weeks 2, 4, 6, and 8. Meet in the Bathurst
Library Foyer.]

German
Jenny Maclennan
0407 412 929

Thursday
10:15AM - 12:00PM
Panthers

An ongoing course, but please feel free to join if you have some German
Language knowledge.

Getting It Down
Sue Jones
6332 3463

Thursday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Bathurst Baptist Church

The most precious gifts you can leave your family are your memories. Write
and share your stories with a friendly, supportive group. This is not a how-towrite class.

How the Greeks and Romans
built cities
Carla Archer
0427 006 590

Tuesday
10:00AM - 11:00AM
Room 31, CSU

How ancient cities evolved and their major features - C. 700BC - 410AD.
Focus on Athens and Rome houses, temples, assemblies, theatres and
shrines.

Introduction to Lapidary
Paul Martensz
0427 896 945

Thursday
09:00AM - 12:00PM
Eglinton Old Fire Shed

Learn about basics of gems, rocks, minerals, and how to cut, grind and polish
suitable materials to produce cabochons. Participants need to join the
Bathurst Stamp, Coin, Collectibles and Lapidary Club Inc.

Just Write
Wendy Casey
6358 0403

Wednesday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Seymour Centre

To be part of a cohesive and trusting group who share what they have written
whether it is fact, fiction, life stories or poetry. Our mission is to "Just Write".

Learn to play Lawn Bowls
Paul Rodenhuis
6332 9367

Monday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Community Bowling Club

Learn the basic principles and techniques to play lawn bowls. No age limit
and minimum fitness required. Please bring along flat shoes and a hat.

Literature
Warwick Franks
6332 3083

Monday
02:15PM - 03:45PM
Room 31, CSU

We will explore some of the works of 17th century metaphysical and religious
poets, including John Donne, in England and Australia.

Mah Jong
Judith Henderson
6331 5101

Monday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Seymour Centre

Mahjong is a game played by up to 4 people using numbered tiles. Mahjong
is mostly a game of strategy with an element of chance. Group members
enjoy the opportunity to learn together.

Memorable Movies
Allison Aspden
6332 3036

Friday
01:45PM - 04:00PM
Panthers

We provide a program of movies of all genres. They are movies - often art
house, from the 1970's, 1980's 1990's. Something for all!

Metaphysics and Mysteries
Brian Sherman
6331 7219

Friday
10:15AM - 11:45AM
Panthers

Metaphysical and New Age topics as well as mysteries of the past and
present.

Philosophy
Brian Sherman
6331 7219

Wednesday
01:00PM - 02:30PM
Panthers

An interactive, fun class discussing general everyday philosophical topics of
interest.

Quilting and Craft
Sue Cowdroy
6331 8124

Friday
09:00AM - 12:00PM
The Old Evans Shire
Council Chambers

Quilting and Craft provides a venue for happy ladies to share their skills in
craft and hobbies.

Read and Share Week 3
Allison Aspden
6332 3036

Tuesday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Bathurst Neighbourhood
Centre

Each month we will discuss a work from our reading list which you will receive
upon enrolment. Fiction, non-fiction, essays, short stories and poetry may be
included. Members are responsible for acquiring own books.

Read and Share Week 4
Denise Payne
6332 4869

Tuesday
02:00PM - 03:30PM
Bathurst Neighbourhood
Centre

Each month we will discuss a work from our reading list which you will receive
upon enrolment. Fiction, non-fiction, essays, short stories and poetry will be
included. Members are responsible for acquiring own books. This course is
for anyone who enjoys reading!

Reading a French Novel
Katherine Cameron
0413 681 858

Tuesday
10:00AM - 11:15AM
Panthers

Each participant takes turns at reading and translating around the circle. Each
person needs their own copy of the selected novel and a moderately
advanced level of competence is required.

Rediscover Recorders
Kay Campbell
6332 3000

Tuesday
01:00PM - 02:30PM
Bathurst Baptist Church

For experienced recorder players either descant, treble, tenor, bass. Music
covers ensembles for classic, popular or sacred compositions.

Revitalise on Tuesday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Tuesday
11:45AM - 12:30PM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

A low impact workout designed for all fitness levels. Cost each week $6

Revitalise Thursday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Thursday
11:45AM - 12:30PM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

A low impact workout designed for all fitness levels. Cost each week $6
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Course Information
Singing for Pleasure
Marie O’Donnell
6332 1819

Monday
12:30PM - 02:00PM
Bathurst Baptist Church

To teach women to sing correctly, to emphasise their breathing and
enjoyment of singing.

Spanish Speaking Club
Manuel Pro
6331 4389

Wednesday
11:00AM - 12:30PM
Panthers

This course is open to people who have completed "Conversational Spanish"
and Spanish speakers of all levels. The aim of the course is to provide an
opportunity for participants to maintain and further improve their Spanish
language skills.

Step on Thursday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Thursday
11:00AM - 11:45AM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

High energy fitness class using a step, lots of lower options will be explained
if need be. Cost each week $6

Step on Tuesday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Tuesday
11:00AM - 11:45AM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

High energy fitness class using a step, lots of lower options will be explained
if need be. Cost each week $6

Stitch 'N' Chat
Rhonda Henry
6331 2773

Friday
09:30AM - 12:00PM
Bathurst Neighbourhood
Centre

A like-minded group who love to share and improve their craft skills, and who
also love a chat.

Table Tennis Friday
David Nicholas
0418 482 112

Friday
10:00AM - 11:30AM
Walmer Park

Recreational table-tennis

Table Tennis Tuesday
David Nicholas
0418 482 112

Tuesday
01:30PM - 03:30PM
Walmer Park

Recreational table-tennis

Tai Chi for Health on Monday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Monday
12:30PM - 02:00PM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

A beginners course. Learn up to 3 short Tai Chi for health sets and several
Qigong exercises. The gentle, slow, rhythmical movements of this mind/body
exercise facilitates mental quietness, improves balance, flexibility, and
strength. Cost each week $6.

Tai Chi for Health on Thursday
Larraine Griffin
0435 786 485

Thursday
12:30PM - 02:00PM
Dedicated To Fitness
(DTF)

A beginners course. Learn up to 3 short Tai Chi for health sets and several
Qigong exercises. The gentle, slow, rhythmical movements of this mind/body
exercise facilitates mental quietness, improves balance, flexibility, and
strength. Cost each week $6.

Ukulele Singalong
Karin Smith
0431 821 615

Tuesday
10:00AM - 12:00PM
Senior Citizens Centre

Playing and singing songs from the 60's and 70's and some folk songs.
Beginners are welcome. Bring along your uke.

Writing your own Story
Peter Hodgson
0488 197 978

Friday
11:00AM - 01:00PM
Panthers

This is an opportunity to record your own or your family's story in a supportive
and constructive environment.
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Venues
Bathurst Archery Club
33.436805S, 149.546771E
Bathurst Baptist Church
188 Eglinton Rd, Abercrombie, 2795
Bathurst Bridge Club
33.405628S,149.574631E
Bathurst Library Foyer
33.422798S,149.579544E
Bathurst Neighbourhood Centre
96 Russell St, Bathurst, 2795
Berry Park
Lions Club Drive, Kelso, 2795
Church of Hope
200 Gilmour St, Bathurst, 2795
Community Bowling Club
29 William St, Bathurst, 2795
Dedicated To Fitness (DTF)
21 Bradwardine Rd, Robin Hill, 2795
Eglinton Old Fire Shed
33.378686S,149.542961E
Home of Lesley Carroll
200 George Street, Bathurst, 2795
Panthers
132 Piper St, Bathurst, 2795
Room 31, CSU
33.429238S, 149.558306E
Senior Citizens Centre
176 Russell St, Bathurst, 2795
Seymour Centre
55 Seymour St, Bathurst, 2795
The Old Evans Shire Council Chambers
33.418999S, 149.604614E
Walmer Park
Bradwardine Rd, Bathurst, 2795
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Bathurst U3A is grateful to Charles Sturt University and
Bathurst Panthers Club for the support and provision of rooms and
facilities for our members to enjoy.
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